
3M Architectural Markets
Glass Decorative Films

High quality finishes
for Glass decoration



Every surface becomes a potential project in which you can use 
3M AMD solutions to refurbish and redesign the space.

Materials that meet 

your aesthetic aspirations, 

performance demands 

and budget realities.
Innovating beautiful yet practical 

products that meet the diverse needs 

of designers, architects, building owners 

and operators, contractors 

and other professionals.
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Alternative Creativete at e C eat e

3M offers a wide range of creative options for decorating

glass with surprising effects that can be customised as 

required, to suit the tastes of each customer.  In addition to 

providing a high-quality end result, these films are easy to

adapt, apply and maintain.

Durability
3M expertise in adhesives ensures of fast, accurate, beautiful and durable 

application to a variety of glass substrates.

Flexibility
Perfect for indoor or outdoor application. Works on flat or curved surfaces. 

The material itself is amazingly flexible and easy to apply.

Product can be removed and reapplied if brands or design changes. 

Budget-friendly
You get the beauty, translucency and privacy of etched, cut, sandblasted or 

texturized decorative glass at a fraction of the price. 

Applying Fasara and Crystal glass finishes directly to glass saves time and 

money, and makes the project go fast and easy. It can be applied on-site 

with little or no business downtime.

Application area's
 The areas of use of 3M Glass Decorative Films are unlimited:

The films can be applied on glass door, glass wardrobe, mirror, lobby, 

staircase, windows, partitions…

Our Solutions
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3M Fasara - Gradation patterns

Illumina * Aerina

Venetian

Illumina g **

Tsurugi

Gradations 
The Subtlety 

of

Fasara Illumina

These 3M Fasara films transition from fully opaque white to clear over 

the full roll width, thanks to a varying density of pixels.

Perfect for areas where you need high level light but total privacy.

Some of them can be combined together to create unique visusal effects.

WHITE COLOUR POINT

* Illumina: Milky White (same colour as Fasara Luce)

** IIllumina g: ice (same colour as Fasara Glace)
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Shutie Black

Seattle

Arpa

Seattle Fine

Arpa Black

Shutie

Fine

Fasara Fine

3M Fasara - Stripe patterns
Give a high tech appearance to your glass surfaces, with different patterns offering 

vertical or horizontal stripes of various thickness and colour density.

Stripes
The Elegance 

of
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3M Fasara - Border & Horizontal patterns

Slat g **

*

Pixela

 ** 

Paracell

Slat *

Fasara Lattice

Horizontal bands of various sizes displayed in an elegant way to screen 

out the passage of light.

WHITE COLOUR POINT

* Lattice and Slat: Milky White (same colour as Fasara Luce)

** Lattice g and Slat g: ice (same colour as Fasara Glace)

Look
Geometric
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Cielo 

Kanon

Aura 9

Prism Silver

Vista

Shizuku

Astral Silver

Fasara Prism Noir

3M Fasara - Prism & Dot patterns
Use prisms and dots to reflect and transmit light and generate charming 

silver glazing. A design tradition  to reproduce the atmosphere of the '50s.

Vintage
Atmosphere
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Yamato

Altair Vega

Fasara Linen

3M Fasara - Fabric & Japan patterns

the most advanced 3M adhesive technology to offer new and original 

life to glazing. 

 Orient
A taste

of
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3M Fasara - Frost & Mat patterns

Chamonix

Fine Crystal

Milky White

Essen

Opaque White

Mat Crystal i

Milky Milky

Glace

Mat Crystal 2

Milky Crystal

Oslo 

Fasara Luce

These patterns are designed to break up the light and give a very soft warm feel to interiors and exteriors. The frosted patterns recreate with efficiency 

the aspect of a frosted glass. They partially or totally obscure the view but allow light transmission. The Mat Crystal 2 and Milky Crystal patterns have 

been developped for exterior applications.

Satin
A touch

of




